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The 2012-2013 Benefits Policy Review of the
Workplace Safety Insurance Board
The WSIB Proposed Policies regarding
Aggravations, Permanent Impairments and Pre¬
existing Conditions (hereinafter referred to as
the "Proposed Policies") have effectively
imposed "fault" into the Workers'
Compensation System of Ontario. By rejecting
the Appeals Tribunal's jurisprudence of
"significant causation", the common law
doctrines of the "thin skull rule", and the "but
for" tests, the Proposed Policies seek to remove
entitlement for injuries where underlying
degenerative conditions are playing a role in the
causation of the impairment.

"Fault" goes beyond negligence. Take the
example of an injured worker who reaches to
push a product into a shelf (an actual example of
a "minor injury" taken from page 2 of Proposed
Policy 1 1-01-15) and suffers a partial rotator
cuff tear in the process. Let us assume the
partial tear leaves the worker with an
impairment in so far as his pre-accident rotator
cuff, which was subject to degenerative change,
is now permanently symptomatic. Proposed
Policy 1 1-01-15, in combination with page 2 of
Proposed Policy 1 1-01-xx "Pre-existing
Conditions", directs the Board Case Manager to
terminate benefits when "the work-related injury
ON ITS OWN would not likely result in a
similar level of impairment."

The "fault" that the Board is transcribing in the
Proposed Policies, in order to limit benefit
entitlement, is the "fault" of the injured
worker's body. If the injured worker's

underlying degenerative condition or mental
condition is the reason at "fault" for a sprain
injury not recovering in the same time frame as
a human body or mind not subject to such
degenerative changes, then entitlement is
terminated within the usual healing time of such
an injury set upon the perfectly healthy body.
These Proposed Policies arc in contravention of
the Workplace Safety andInsurance Act, the
Regulations Under the Act, numerous
precedents from the Supreme Court of Canada,
the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms,
and the Ontario Human Rights Act, as follows.
The Supreme Court of Canada in the decision
Pasiechnyk v. Saskatchewan (Workers'
Compensation Board) [1997J 2 SCR 890
(Appendix 1), states that the Workers'
Compensation system is a historic trade off of
the right to sue in return for no fault benefits. It
notes that while the damages that can be
obtained from tort arc higher than the Workers'
Compensation plan, it is positive in its overall

effect.
In the last 20 years there have been no statutory
increases in the benefit entitlements of injured
workers in Ontario, yet the level of general
damages awarded in personal injury cases have
been increasing. Appendix 2 is a Chart of
chronic pain awards from the Courts. The
general damages for pain and suffering awarded
by the Courts are now ten times what the
Workplace Safety and Insurance Act would
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award. However, the Proposed Policies will
increase fctial differentiation by a. factor of 50'
time®.
Take iworker, a welder, earning §500 per week
gross, who suite a cervical (neck) sirain ha
simple slip and foil # work. Several WS1AI
decisions have considered accidents as ÿminor"
insofar as loss of time from work of significant
disability h not expected- objectively
individuals siip and fall every day an Ontsnio

without eufifermg any significmit effects. (Sea
IDcciaions 685/ 12 and! 1311/13) However, in this
example his/her -doctor opines that the worker
has r«3lrictcons thet limits hia/fcer ability to weld
over the Jongarm, and the worker has
underlying degenerative changes in his cervical
spine. The worker's employer is unable to
provide mcdifkcl work.

The Official Disability Guiddibes (CaJifcrnia)
currently employee! by the Ontario WSBB (albeit
without any ls&al authority, and generally dor.®
negligently), estimates that the time loas from
manual work on account of such an injury, a
nook strain, to be 2 L days (See Appendix 3).
The Proposal Policies dictate that the WSEB
must diaoontiiua bmefits, m this QX%mpl% after
21 days by having heed) to the Proposed Policy
dictum contained M page 2 Policy 11-01-xx:
"Benefits continue until the work related
injury/diasass o«t its own would not likely result
in a similar level of impairment." Minor neck
gt/ains in the absence of degenerative changes
do generally resolv® quickly, but in this example
did not. jfcwevar in -frits acenurio, according to
the Propel Policies, Che injured worker would
receive a total of 5 1,200.00, even if th© injured
worker mts&©d one year of work and contmuec
to suffer from neck discomfort for years
afterrwards, though he/she was entirely
asymptomatic before tne evaafIn coufrrayl a person subject to common. law who
Staffer* a minor slip and fall while shopping and
sis# missed one year of work, plus ongoing

symptoms would t\jcc.ive $50,000.00 to
$100,000.00* in general damages from dig
Courts. Additionally the person would receive
$24,000.00 NET for tort wages, which intotal is
up to 10ft time* more than the injured worker
would receive. Please 3«e Appendix 3,
Mr. Petemak's legal opinion tetter dated
January 3,2014.

Section 15( 1) of die Canadian Charter of Kighcs
aid Freedoms state© that: "Every individual is
equal before andunder the law c&sd hasthe
right to equalprotection cm! equal benefit of
She law without discrimination... "

How can a Workers1 Compensaijon scheme be
seen in & ''positive'' light, giving injured workers
'ÿequal protection under the law or benefit* when
it severely discriminate# against injured workers
in comparison to accident victims injured
outside erf work. The injured woriser's claim to
benefits underthe Proposed Policies is bereft of
any principles approaching a common lav/
doctrins of entitlement
The Board's Proposed Policies have perverted
the meaning of the Supreme Court's 2012
Decision of Clements v. Clemenis> 2012 SCC
32, as & rational Co set. aside the significant
causation test of die WSIAT; by implementing a
rule of thumb, that in the case of a minor
accident in the presct/aos of a degenerative
condition, the work accident will never play a
significant role in a resulting permanent
impairment; and that in the ctw of any accident
with en underlyingdegenerative condition, e.
permanent impairment is mora likely the result
of the degenerative condition.

The "but for" Cost adopted by the Supreme Court
In "ClemoriUr', in no way extends to the
interpretation ihe WS03 te afforded it. An
excellent discussion of wfiai tits "but for" test
means, is contained in the Article: "Common
Sense MeSterns so Causation - Clements v.
Clements", By Sh&ntona Cimudhuiy dated
October % 2012 (Appendix 6). At Page 3 & 4
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of the Article it scates:

scientific precision than to a 'balance of

probabilities'.

"The Court in Clements emphasizes that
"the. "butfor' causation test must be applied fw
a robust commonsemefashion. There sj no
needfor scientific evidence ofthe precise
contribution Ska defendant 's negligence made to
the btfury. "

"in other words, the so-called 'robust
andpragmatic approach 'has no on/off\sy/itch.
It is not a test or a doctrine that applies only to
certain cases; itIs she approach to take in 'but
for' causation..."

-

Where

eamaOmt is
53fs&&&££° by tqfisnno* Oftfy, & & open
to the defendant to <&>gm or cm,"
evkknee that !$& accident wouldhave
happened vrtSSmut She fyftikksstft
negtige&cet La Skat the ssegttgessce woe
not s memory cetae of ikeIqfwy,
nMck wag, & a*y aeUmi, inevitable.
"An inference of causation is
rebuttable. This is not a reversal of the
burden ofproof since the initialburden
ofpersuading a court to draw She
inference still lies y/ith theplaintiff Bus
once the inference has been drawn,
primafacit causation has been
established, and its the absence qfmore

persaaslvt evidence adducedby the

defendant to displace that inference, a
finding ofcausation y/ithfollow.
The Court reminds w thai the plalntijfs burden
is not to prove that the defendant actually
causedshe loss; it is to provide Shot s/he
probably causedthe loss. Ihsa, ifthe
circumstances suggest a probable, (it, over
51%) link between the mgUgyauw and She
injury, afinding ofcarnation shouldfollow.
The SCC' '.f declaration that causal inferences
usuallyflow "vlthout difficulty " may hi?si that
ihe amount ofproofdemandedby courts till now
hassometimes been excessive. - closer so
• •tar Pink

The WSIB's Proposed Policies make it a rule of
tew that pre-existing degenerative co»ditionj» me
presumed, md in casts of minor accidents .ere
definitively acoeptod, the cause of an outgoing
disability, whereas the Supreme Court oil
Canada rtatev -ihat a party di«spuSiug tie accident
as the cttiao of the disability must demonstrate
that something other than the accident is as
likely or more likely to have caused the injury.
Iii some circumstances the degenerative
condition may meet this criteria, but the
Proposed Policies makethis proposition a
'"general rule of thumb" and h£»* departed from
the dictum of the Supreme Court of Canada.
The WSIB has produced not a s&red of medical
evidence, in relation to the many degenerative
conditions that Dome before 5c, to support the
Board's presumption.
The WSCAT has been using fee significant
causation test primarily on the basisthat ifboth
the work accident tnd the underlying
degenerative condition have played a significant
role in the outcome of the disability, but it
cannot be said tnat Che degenerative condition
renders Che aoofdent as trivial to the outcome,
then puTsu&nt to the "benefit of doubt",

enti'damsttt must be accepted,
lite Supreme Court of Canada calls for a robust
approach on causation, noting science on
causation issues are act cartduafye. In the
Article, Appendix 7, entitled: "Causation Inihe
Law of Negligence: Where are we now? Where
art we gotng? Clements v. Clements; Bdiger V.
Johnsion, at Page 272 it references Clements v.
Clements. More specifically in Clements v.
Cluttienli*, paras.. -MWM (B.C.C.A.) it states:

""Robust andpragmatic " and
"common sense inference. " are code wordsfrom
ihe SCC to ihe courts below. They aim so
correct a specific problem which is She
tendency of some courts to treat causation
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differentlyfrom etherfact-finding exercises.
This tendency is lesder&andabU: became
causation is so often a .batik of (he scientific
experts,Judges are not entirely at ease,finding
caused cormecticm basedon circumstances
without the comfort ofa supporting expert
opinion, 2hey assume that since causation
questions can sometimes beansweredmore or
bos conclusively, they shouldalways ht
am wedmore or less conclusively. But this
approach is wrong. Not only does ft give
Insiffitient weigh: to indirect evidence, it

affectively rakes (he standard ofprooffir

causation to something more thew a $1%
balance ofprobabilities. It also displays a
touching but mispkicedjusth to She ability of
"science " toprovide conclusive awwi
Science is ever-changing , o?da camel tinh
proven today might be disprove* tomorrow or
yJo&wsa. This does not atscn that we should
stop using the beat available science to guide
our decisions; but it doss w&Gto (hoi we should
be cautious about requiring a "proven "
tcieni'fk basisfor cavsathn in a legal context,
It is (heJob of theJudge, not the "sdwee", to
answer the causation qsmtlaR based on She
•s&dity ofthe evidence in the ease. Judges
wight be impetfod; hut then ogatn, so le
science.

if

andtikan (he insistenceansomething

elate So "scient'foc preclÿcrtw ce&ses, is will.no
longer be necessary to refer to the
Snell/Cltments vie# ofbutfor causation as a
"robust endpraffnath" or "common sense "
approach Is will stepfy he she hitfor
tawzbn sesst properly applied "

The Prqpoied Policies are baaed on scientific
©wutaty aatotfie effecfc? of pre-<ndstfai£
condition, when such doss not octet
The Pwpost*! Polices result in compensation
llwt is 1% of what a tortfeasor would be
awarded for a similar 'mptry. J!1 condemns ill®
injured worker to genera) welfare, even in the
presence of a significant relationship between
Die work accident *nd the resulting impairment

The Proposed Policy changes nojtates the
injured worker's protection uader the Chextcr.

The Supreme Court of Canada in their dec ision
Neva Scotia (Workers' Compeauwlaon Board)
v. Martin 12003] 2 S.CJL 504, stands for the'
proposition ihal Workers' Compensation
Legislation cannot discriminate in the provision
of benefits for injured workers suffering from
chronic pern disability.
Referring again to the injured worker described
opto who suffers xhs neck strata. If he/she
goea on to develop chronic pain in the third
month of Mb teapidnnanit, ijwvttably benefits to
audi ohronic paki will ba denied under the
Proposed Policies. The Board will point to the
cause of the condition bs anenaÿng from the
underlying degenerative condition, firstly
becausethe chronic pata came on after benefits
were terminated {ohronic jHtxi aimcet always
tifcee months to artw-see Basrd Policy on
e«n«), and saoondly according to the Proposed
Policies, the primary cause of disability In a
minor accident (a always lbs underlying
condition, pnofcutfog any ttusatioa of chronic
pain attributedto its accident faslf

The entire essence ofekrome pafe, isthat the
pelt) isnot constant "with the expected results
of the phjefceJ injury. Ths Proposed Pclioles
eliminate chronic pais enttftemeot to a vast
section of the afflicted work farce,
Let us- awwne ton injured worker to ft
moderate injury, fifty a slip aM fell lh«?p; rflsuJta in
a broken ftagsr, «.tid had suffered fi"om ft 3

ontb incident of depression S yesra earlier.
Proposed Policy Il-tf]-xx at page 1stetoo:
"Benefits ccvtiPTvz until£ks worker 's cwrant
in

level ofimpairment would persist reÿ/ÿSass of
the work rutoied injury..* Even though ihc
vvo;V itcci'lciil could 1% medically found to have
triggered the depressive sy.aipioTXj'i and chronic
poiti response, as well w> havingplayed «.
significamC role in the cfoi-uaic pvin outcome
(insofar as chronic jiifti:a would not have
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developed but for the injury), beoefits for
chronic- pain would still be denied by the Boaxti
pursuant to ihc< Proposed Policies. Chrome pain
benefits would be denied because under the
Proposed Policy ih& WSIB is likely to detenume
diet while the work accident triggered the
depressive symptoms arid chronic- pain, the
injured worker had depression prior to the work
accident end therefore the psychiatric
impairment subsequent to tiic work accident was
only present due to die prior depression.
Worker* who suffer a broken wrist under the
Proposed Policies would get M compensation
entitlement until the wrist heals in the absence
of a chronic pain iespouse. However workers
with remote past psychiatric conditions, a
sprained wrist, and post accident psychiatric
impairment would get practically no benefits.
This is rank discrimination, which not only
offends the Ontario Human Rights Act. but
leaves the entire Ontario Workers'
Compensation System open to law suits against
it for malicious abdication and a flood of
Charter of Rights entitlement applications to
conduct law suits before the Courts.

The value of the crystallization over 25 years of
injured workers' rights to compensation (for an
accident playing a "significant" role in the
impairment outcome), requires a balance

between
pm existing condition and severity of the
accident event. While many workers have given
up windfall monetary awards front tort
litigation* all workers within the Workers*
Compensation system receive benefit protection
when, ''but for" their work accident they would
not bo suffering from impairment.
Section 13(2) of die Act, is a presumption clause
hist, encapsulates tlup ""'No Paulif nature of
Workers' Compensation in Ontario: "If it occurs
in the course ofemployment, it ispresumed to
have arisen out ofthe course ofths
employment." The It*is the "accident"* but die
accident is not just th& evtaiL The do&uition of

"accidents in theater includes "disablement"
Tito Proposed Policies create an irrefutable
presumption that minor accidents never result iu
a prolonged disablement, andthat in the
presence of degenerative changes air
disablements are time limited. This isthe exact
opposite direction of Section 13(2).

Sections 09 and 124 of the Act indicate tfuit
decisions of the Ikmrd are to be. based on the
merits and justice of the case, and inthe case of
a question of feet being of equal weight for and
against, the determination is to be decided in
favour of the worker. These sections of the Art
compel the Board to refrain from imposing
barriers to entitlement in fee presence of pieexisting conditions when the accident has
played a significant role. Otherwise medical
evidence that points to the work accident as
being a significant culprit in the disability will
be ignored when there is medical evidence
Indicating both pre and post accident factors are
significant.

The Proponed Policies negate legislative
directions to balance the evidence, which is the
determination to drop on the worker's side if
both (accident and degenerative conditions) are
extant. Furthermore these sections of the Act
(section 1lf>, 124 and 13(2)) indicate that fee
burden of proof for a worker claiming
entitlement are to bo of a lesser onus than the
common law. The Board's Proposed Policies
place upon the worker a burden of proof beyond
a reasonable doubt, insofar as he/she, must
maximize fee severity pf the Injury and
minimize the quality of the pre-existing
condition, to receive ongoing entitlement
Furthermore there are no jurisdictions In Canada
thai impose a time limit to a period of
disablement rr» the presence of spinal
degenerative conditions, m matter what fee
severity of the injury. Many American
jurisdictions have time limits, bur their awards
are a multiple times more generous than
anything gained under Ontario's Workers
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Compensation system with the Proposed
Policies overlying it

Appendix 4 to these submissions is the Fink and
Bernstein Newsletter Article (Vol. 27, No. 1,
dated August, 2013) which describes why the
Board's current practice, (pursuant to its
unpublished oeexet policy "Spins and Pelvis"
May 5, 2012 and others) of discounting NHL
award* in the presence of pre-existing
"conditions'* is illegal a* befog without Board
Policy authority, Ontario Regulation authority
or AMA Guide authority. Currently our clients
are preparinga olass action law suit against the
Hoard, to recover their legal coats for
successfully pursuing their appeals to recover
the discounted awards, as well tm punitive and
gocicral damages.

Now the Board m attempting in Policy 18-05-03,
to give ifotf If fit: least Site Board Policy authority
io deduct for pre-existing conditions. However
the AMA Guides must be applied, pursuant to
Ontario Regulation 175/98. This Regulation
.legally trumps the Board Policy. The AMA
guidea at page 80, Table 53, allow a 2-12% NEL
award tor the presttoet; of degenerative
conditions iltÿerfttitied to exist after a. work
accident. There ia nothing In the Guides!
themselves, that allow for a deduction of these
percentages on account of preexisting
condition, More importantly, degenerative
conditions in the back almost never result from
a work accident It take# many years for
degenerative changes to appear and they are just
that, degenerative or even congenital, not
traumatic (See WSIAT Medical Discussion
Paper "Back Pain"' - Appendix 5;. in effect,
under the Proposed Policies the WSIB will
award NEL award benefits for die spine under
Table 53, and then Proposed Policy 18-05-03
directs the Board to take the award away. This
is a patent violation of the Regulation.

An injured worker with pain, underlying
degenerative changes, but no restriction of
movement would receive a 0% NHL Award
under the Proposed Policies. Even though
he/she may have severe restrictions in regard to
lifting, he/she will receive no Work Transition
Plan assistance after the usual healing time for a
back strain, which is a month.
The WSIB does not needthe Proposed Policies
to maintain Ha financial integrity. The WSIB

Second Quaxtor Financial results illustrate that
in the past 18 months the Board is earning
nearly $750 million dollar* per year in revenue
greater than its expenditures arid future benefit
expenditure eommihetents, (once actuarial
contingencies for WSIB employee benefit plana,
unsubstantiated end undefined future claim
ousts, and speculative occupational disease
liabilities aw sot aside). The Board is goingto
hit its legislated funding ratios years early. At
least 20 limns in the hurt 8 Board financial
statements, the WSIB has stated ibtf their
improved financial situation is due to better
return to work outcomes. 'Not onoo Iiave lbtry
stated that their situation u* bettor due So their
currant ad hots (erauriatian of benefits since
January 2011, on account of the presence of
underlying degenerative changes.

If it is She goal of the WSIB to eliminate any
mesnfogffil compensation to injured workers
exespt for those who have suffered severe blunt
trauma, then the Legislature or Courts must
open up She right of injured workers So sue in
the Courts for damages in the situation of so
called"minor" injuries. Employers can watch
their WSIB premiums go down and tfcoir
insurance premiums go up. If in fact pre-existing
disabilities m particular oases "swamp" the
effects of the accident, then Set encli cose be
decided on its merits.
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